




(O) uerlve e Vi(s)/I(s) and Vo(s)/I(s)of the cfucuitth shown in

Ia l
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vot+)
J .

Or

2. (o) List anil explain atlvantages and disadvantages of open loop

and closed loop controi systems. Give an example of each type

of control system.

(b) Find the single block equivalent of Fig. 2.
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\a)

(b)

What are static error coefficients ? Derive their

sreaoy sraf,e error ror rJrpe-z system wrtn :

(i) Unit step input

(li) Unit ramp input

(ili) Unit parabolic input.

Find *", h,,, h" for the system having :
P v '

values and

t81

t81

(,) G(s) = 3 and HG) = n t 7

; t+Bs+6  and  H(s )

10(1 + 0.5s) (1 + 0.8s)- -7G '+3"+o

Or

(o, lrxplarn tne analysrs 01 $econd

. (tt) G(s) =

(j j j) G(s) =

= 0.7

and H(s) = 0.8

Order System. t814,

Lrr) 6t4)
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- for the following open loop function dnd(b) Sketch the root locus

tnl
comment on stability'

k
G(s) H(s) = 7 -2".2

6. (a) Sketch the Boile ploi for the following system : lLzl

nre\ H(<) - 
2o(s)

\t\l 1 +  0 ' 1 s

(b) List advantages and disadvantages of frequency response

t61methods.

Or

tot

trzl
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t8l

wher€,

- 1  0 0

0 - 1  0

0 0 - 3

t l  1  1 lc = D = tol.

A = -oB =
i

t8t



{b) Compute eAr for

Tr ^_ l
l r  v l

A = l  l .  . t 8 l
-  t l  1 l

,-r. ind ^f - +L6'mie+^' whq.t are the differentU. (al Explarn worKrng ol a Lnermlslor. wnd

types of thermistor. What are advantages and disadvantages

of thermistor. t81

(b) A'piezoelectric crystal used as a pressure transducer has the

foliowing specifications :

Dimensions : 6 mm x 6 mm x 2 mm

Vtg. sensitivity : 0'02 V-m/l{.

' Determine pressure sensed,.when vtg. measured is 100 V' [8]

Or
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11' (a) Explain integral control action and characteristics of an mtegral

t101n controller'

(b) A proportional controller is used to control temperature within

tnotl +^ 1.qO'C A set point is 73'5'C' The set pornt ls

maintainetl with 50 is output of controller' Find 
.the

rf controller outPut
proportional offset which requres oo-lo (

when Proportiorial gain is 1dl

(I, '  U.r

(l ' ,/ rv v'

Or

' L2, Write short notes on any three : t18l

, (a) Laclder' tlia foi bottle frlling plant

{b) Exolain PID controller

r.\ tr'lnw nnntroller with PID action

d) Explain architecture or r!w'
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[Time :  3  Hours]                                                             [Max.  Marks  :100] 

SECTION – I 

1. a) Explain various probability distribution functions                        [8] 
 
b) Explain following terms:                 [8] 

i) Mean Value of Random variable 
ii) Power Spectral Density (PSD) 
iii) Correlation Functions 
iv) Variance of Random variable     

 
OR 

2. a) Prove that mean and variance of a continuous random variable X 
having Uniform Distribution in interval [a, b] are, 

 𝜇 = (𝑎 + 𝑏)/2 and σ2 =(a+b)2/12=(b-a)2/12               [8] 

b) Show that if wide sense stationary process X(t) is passed through a LTI 
filter with impulse response h(t), then its output has constant mean square 
value                                                                    [8] 

3. a) Explain need of synchronizer in digital multiplexing. What is bit 
synchronization? Explain working of early-late bit synchronizer with neat 
diagram.                                               [8] 
b) Plot frequency spectrum for RZ and NRZ, Unipolar and Polar format, 
Manchester format.                                    [8]
    

OR 
4. a) What is Inter Symbol Interference and Eye Pattern? Explain 

interpretation of an eye pattern with neat diagram.               [8] 
b) Draw line code formats for 10101101 for                        [8] 

i) Unipolar RZ      ii) Polar NRZ 
iii) Polar RZ          iv) Manchester 
v) Differential Manchester  vi) AMI 
vii) ASI                  vii)Polar Quaternary 
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5. a) For a (6, 3) systematic LBC, three parity bits given as,           [10] 
C4 = d1 + d2 ,  C5 =  d2 + d3 , C6 = d1 + d3 ,      
i) Determine generator matrix 
ii) Construct code generated by this matrix 
iii) Determine error capacity of the code 
iv) Prepare syndrome decoding table 
v) If received vector is 101101 and 100011, determine message 

words. 

b) Explain in detail Viterbi decoding algorithm with an example            [8] 

6. a) For the convolution encoder shown in the figure below, 

 
i) Determine constraint length and dimensions of the code 
ii) Construct code tree, trellis diagram and state diagram 
iii) Encode input sequence 10110 using trellis diagram.          [10] 

b) Explain FEC and ARQ systems of error control. Also explain i) Stop 
and wait ARQ  ii) Go back N ARQ  iii) Selective Repeat ARQ with neat 
diagram.          [8] 

SECTION – II 

7. a) Prove that maximum entropy is obtained when outcomes are 
equiprobable.         [6] 
b) Derive expression for the channel capacity of an ideal AWGN channel 
with infinite bandwidth        [6] 
c) A 3 bit PCM system generates 100 samples / sec. If quantized samples 
have probabilities, 
P(X)= 1
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i) Determine rate of information. 
ii) What is rate of information if samples are equiprobable.   [6] 

OR 
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